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volume of rail passengers is significantly lower compare to

https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view/dot/34258（Accessed：
2019/12/12）
；Commissioned by ITS-JPO, summarized
by the U.S. consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton,
University of California, Berkeley, and Transportation
Sustainability Research Center： TSRC, established in
Richmond Field Station, https://tsrc.berkeley.edu/contact
〔Accessed：2019/12/2〕
、
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The international Mobility as a Service Alliance, founded
by ERTICO in 2014, together with other key players, such
as the Finnish Ministry of Transport and
Communications, FIA and IRU．
https://erticonetwork.com/maas-modes-movement/
（Accessed：2019/12/2）
；https://ertico.com/focusareas/urban-mobility/ （Accessed：2019/12/2）
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under the Obama administration. Later, the Federal
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Transit Administration (FTA), which is under the DOT,
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private companies have also designed innovations in

“MOD Sandbox Program” in 2016. Due to these actions, the

transportation industries. The Transportation Network

role of public transportation in accomplishing MOD has
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transportation in the U.S. have been supported by public
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Related to this, with awareness of U.S. public

system was not developed to respond to these changes at

APTA is a U.S. and Canada public transportation –
related organization which has both public and private
organizations and companies as members. Their main
activities are to bring to public awareness to public
transportation through policy and public funds, and to
provide support through research, consulting,
technological support, seminars, etc. There are over 1,500

members, and these companies are related to over 90% of
all public transportation in the U.S. and Canada, such as
planning, manufacturing, construction, operations, and
maintenance organizations. There are also
transportation authorities of local independent
organizations, research institutes, start-up mobility
services (TNC, scooter/bike share companies, etc.)

3
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the time. Due to this, TNCs not only decreased the number

existing transportation systems that are introducing new

of taxi companies, but also the number of public

technology.

transportation users in some U.S cities. Many projects
under the MOD Sandbox Program, started by the FTA,
focus on user-friendliness and resolving problems of

Table 1 Definition of MOD/MaaS.
Definitions from the U.S. DOT
MOD



MOD is an innovative, user-focused approach which leverages emerging mobility services,
integrated transit networks and operations, real-time data, connected travelers, and cooperative
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) to allow for a more traveler-centric, transportation
system- of-systems4 approach, providing improved mobility options to all travelers and users of
the system in an efficient and safe manner.

MaaS

5



An idea that considers the overall transportation of humans and goods, and system management



Utilizes IT technology for mainly mobile devices, responds to the perspectives of transportation
system users, and focuses on a platform for providing a seamless transportation system
experience



Emphasizes the integration and convergence of passenger mobility services, mobile devices, realtime information, and payment mechanisms

Definition from Europe’s MaaS Alliance
MOD

Definition of MOD listed in the published information not found.

MaaS



MaaS is the integration of various forms of transport services into a single mobility service
accessible on demand.To meet a customer’s request, a MaaS operator facilitates a diverse menu of
transport options, be they public transport, ride-, car- or bike-sharing, taxi or car rental/lease, or a
combination thereof.



MaaS can offer added value through use of a single application to provide access to mobility, with a
single payment channel instead of multiple ticketing and payment operations.



For its users, MaaS should be the best value proposition, by helping them meet their mobility
needs and solve the inconvenient parts of individual journeys as well as the entire system of
mobility services6.

“Synopsis: The System which Merged Multiple System
Groups with Different Lifecycles,” “Explanation：Each
system that is part of a system-of-systems has their own
management and operational design. On the other hand,
although a system functions as a component of a systemof-systems, it uses the prepared resources for the systemof-systems to achieve the goals of the entire group. In
cases where component systems’ management policies
and operational methods are not designed independently,
their union is not considered a system-of-system.
（snip）”（Source：Information Processing Society of
Japan, IPSJ Special Interest Group on Information
Systems website：https://ipsj-is.jp/isdic/4454/、Accessed：
2020/2/27）

5 “MOD is an

innovative, user-focused approach which
leverages emerging mobility services, integrated transit
networks and operations, real-time data, connected
travelers, and cooperative Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) to allow for a more traveler-centric,
transportation system- of-systems approach, providing
improved mobility options to all travelers and users of the
system in an efficient and safe manner.”
https://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/mobilityondemand.htm
（Accessed：2019/11/28）

4

“Mobility as a Service (MaaS) is the integration of
various forms of transport services into a single mobility
service accessible on demand. To meet a customer’s
6

4

Source: created based on ITS-JPO website7, “Mobility on Demand：Operational Concept Report8,” and MaaS Alliance
website.

Table 1 The Number of Automobiles Owned and Volume of Railway Passengers by Population per 1,000
Individuals in 8 Developed Countries (G8)
Number of Automobiles Owned by

Volume of Railway Passengers：PKM

Population per 1,000 Individuals

（2017*）

（2016）
Number of
Automobiles

１million

Ranking**

PKM

Reference：１million pkm／１

Ranking **

million Population ***

USA

804

2

10,660

21

32.8

Italy

715

7

39,016

8

642.8

Canada

648

9

1,535

47

41.8

Germany

619

11

77,500

6

937.1

Japan

609

13

441,614

3

3,485.5

France

585

18

84,682

5

1,306.8

UK

538

25

2,900

41

43.5

Russia

363

41

122,920

4

844.8

* Data from 2015 is used for France and the UK.
** Ranking of the countries listed are taken from the sources’ statistics.
*** The population data used for the calculations are from the data collected in 2017, listed in “Changes in Population at 2-3 Major
Countries (Year 2010～2019)”, from “Sekai no Tokei 2020” by Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications.
Source：created based on “Sekai no Tokei 20209” by Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications

request, a MaaS operator facilitates a diverse menu of transport options, be they public transport, ride-, car- or bikesharing, taxi or car rental/lease, or a combination thereof. For the user, MaaS can offer added value through use of a single
application to provide access to mobility, with a single payment channel instead of multiple ticketing and payment
operations. For its users, MaaS should be the best value proposition, by helping them meet their mobility needs and solve
the inconvenient parts of individual journeys as well as the entire system of mobility services.” https://maasalliance.eu/homepage/what-is-maas/ （Accessed：2019/11/28）
7 https://www.its.dot.gov/factsheets/mobilityondemand.htm （Accessed：2019/11/28）
8 https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view/dot/34258（Accessed：2019/12/12）
9

https://www.stat.go.jp/data/sekai/notes.html（Accessed：2020/3/20）； The sources of the each statistics are as follows. The
Number of Automobiles Owned Per 1,000 Population.（2016）: “IRF, World Road Statistics 2018”, Volume of Railway
Passengers：PKM

（2017）： “The World Bank, World Development Indicators（downloaded in December, 2019).”, Population data used for
calculation “Reference：１million pkm／１million Population”：Data from ”UN, World Population Prospects: The 2019 Revision
（downloaded in September 2019）”.
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